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1 Introduction 
A common problem in statistics is that of estimating the underlying distribution 
by a sample of independent random variables. Often there is an assumed can
didate set, a model, of d istribution functions. The distribution functions in the 
model may be indexed by a parameter 0, and in this case the problem becomes 
that of estimating 6. 

This problem was first put into its modern form by James Bernoulli (in 
his posthumous work Ars Conjectandi (1713)), who considered estimation of a 
binomial parameter. Today the statistical literature on this topic is volumous, 
and the most widely used "general" solution is that of maximum likelihood (ML). 
Although the ML method can be traced back to Lambert (1760) and Daniel 
Bernoulli (1777), it is generally agreed that Fisher (1912, 1922) introduced it as 
a general method of estimation. 

Though widely used the ML method is not "best" under all circumstances. 
For instance, the ML method may behave badly when model parameters increase 
in number as the number of observa tions increases, see e.g. Neyman and Scott 
(1948), or when the likelihood functions are unbounded, see e.g. Kiefer and 
Wolfowitz (1956). 

Many competitors of the ML method have been proposed over the years. The 
problem of unbounded likelihood functions inspired Cheng and Amin (1979, 1983) 
and independently Ranneby (1984) to develop a general estimation method called 
the maximum spacing (MSP) method (Cheng and Amin used the name maximum 
product of spacings method; because of the generalizations of the method intro
duced in this thesis, the name MSP method is more appropriate and will be used 
throughout the thesis). The MSP method in its original form is defined for con
tinuous univariate distributions and can, just as the ML method, be derived from 
an approximation of the Kullback-Leibler information. There are many known 
situations in which the MSP method works better than the ML method and 
moreover, attractive properties such as consistency and asymptotic efficiency of 
the maximum spacing estimator (MSPE) closely para llel those of t he maximum 
likelihood estimator (MLE) when it works well. 

The content of the thesis is mainly concerned with the MSP method and some 
of its generalizations. It is focused on the problem of cons istency of es timators. 
Since these methods are based on spacing statistics, an important part of the 
thesis is devoted to asymptotic properties of such statistics. 

As the MSP method is closely re lated to the ML method, it is natural to 
compare these methods. In the next section we give a presentation of the ML 
method, including a survey of re sults regarding asymptotic properties of M LEs, 
such as consistency and asymptotic normality. In Section 3 we present a certain 
type of statistic based on spacings, and give a survey of i ts use in goodness of fit 
tests. The use of a particular spacing statistic, sums of logarithms of spacings, in 
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estimation problems, i.e. the MSP method, is described in Section 4. There we 
provide a detailed survey of resu lts obtained since its introduction. In Section 5, 
the contents of the different papers included in the thesis are summarized. 

2 The maximum likelihood method 
Here we will only consider the ML method for independent, identically distributed 
(i.i.d.) random variables on the real line. 

Let F$ be a family of distribution functions on the real line, indexed by 6 
which belongs to some parameter space 0 C R8. Suppose that the distributions 
F$ possess densities or mass functions /^(x), and assume that are i-i-d. 
random variables from F$o. Define th e likelihood function by 

MO = /«(6) •••/«(£»)• 

Definition 1 Any value 0n € 0 maximizing Ln(0) over 0 is called a maximum 
likelihood estim ator of0°. 

As we already mentioned, Fisher (1912, 1922) introduced the ML method as a 
general method of estimation. It was also Fisher who named the method (1922) 
and set the stage for its general acceptance. Fisher gave proofs of asymptotic 
efficiency but no separate proof of consistency, although this could be regarded 
as implied by his proof of asymptotic efficiency. 

In the following we will confine atte ntion to the case where f$ is a density. 

2.1 Consistency 
Hotelling (1930) and Doob (1934) gave early proofs of consistency. A more general 
proof was given by Cramer (1946). Cramer, who considered the one parameter 
case, proved under certain regularity conditions (e.g. that /#(•) as a function of 
9 is three times differentiable) that with probability tending to one as n —> oo, 
the likelihood equation d log Ln(0)/d0 = 0 has a solution, which converges to 6° 
in probability. 

Later Huzurbazar (1948) showed under general conditions, in the one param
eter case, that even if the likelihood equation has many solutions it always has 
a unique consistent solution (for more on this result, see Perlman (1983)). For a 
corresponding result in the multiparameter case, see e.g. Foutz (1977). 

It should be noted that the MLE 0n does not necessarily coincide with the 
consistent root guaranteed by Cramer's (1946) theorem. Kraft and Le Cam (1956) 
gave an example in which Cramér's conditions are satisfied, the MLE 0n exists, is 
unique, and satisfies the likelihood equations, yet is not consistent. Consequently, 
it is advantageous to establish the uniqueness of the likelihood equation roots 
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whenever possible. In Mäkeläinen et al. (1981) sufficient conditions for existence 
and uniqueness are given. 

A consistency result more satisfactory than Cramer's (1946) was given by 
Wald (1949). Wald gave his proof of strong consistency in a multiparameter 
context and co nsidered a pproximate M LEs (AM LEs) 0* satisfying L n (0*)  >  
csup0€@ Ln(0), for some 0 < c < 1, not merely some root of the likelihood equa
tions.  A c ornerstone in W ald's  p roof i s  th e inequali ty l imn_+oo n"1  log L n{0)  <  
limn-*» n'1 log Ln(0°), which holds almost surely if Fe ^ Fqo. If 0 is finite, this 
inequality alone implies consistency of the MLE 0n. In the general case, Wald 
assumed that 0 is compact, and by familiar compactness arguments reduced the 
problem to the case in which 0 contains a finite number of elements. Aside from 
the compactness assumption, Wald's uniform integrability conditions imposed on 
log fe(') are often not satisfied. However, in comparison with Cramér (1946), 
Wald (1949) used no differentiability conditions on fo(-). 

Many improvements have been made in Wald's (1949) approach toward MLE 
consistency; notably by Le Cam (1953), Kiefer and Wolfowitz (1956), Huber 
(1967) and Bahadur (1967, 1971). In these papers the conditions are imposed 
on the log likelihood ratio log(/ô(-)/f6o(-)) rather than on log/#(•). Also, these 
papers (except Le Cam (1953)) share the assumptions that 

(a) there exists a "suitable compactification" of 0 so that the log likelihood 
ratio may be extended without changing its supremum, 

(b) the supremum of the log likelihood ra tio is integrable (dominated). 

Perlman (1972) gave conditions for strong consistency, based on dominance 
or semidominance by zero of the log likelihood ratio, which are weaker than the 
conditions in all these papers, except the paper by Le Cam (1953). Le Cam's 
(1953) conditions are equivalent to those based on dominance. Further, Perlman 
(1972) discussed necessary and sufficient conditions for strong consistency of AM
LEs. Wang (1985) found that the conditions used in Perlman (1972) usually fail 
in the nonparametric situation, and generalized some of Perlman's results. 

In Hoffman-J0rgensen (1992) all possible limit points of a ll (approximating) 
MLEs are characterized without imposing any conditions. 

2.2 Asymptotic normality and efficiency 
The first rigorous proof of a symptotic efficiency of M LEs, i.e. that 

Viï(ën-O)%N(O,1(0)- 1 ) ,  

where 1(0) is the Fisher information matrix with elements 

d2 
!; .*(*)  =  E» 

ddjdOk Iog^ 
, j,k = 1 
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is due to Cramer (1946). He considered the one parameter case and proved under 
certain regularity conditions that any consistent root of the ML equations is 
asymptotically efficient. His proof is based on a Taylor expansion of log Ln{9) and 
assumes a certain amount of smoothness in f$(•) as a function of 0, i.e. existence 
of derivatives up to order three. He also used conditions implying that / fo(x)dx 
and f d log f$ (x)/dOdx be differentiate under the integral sign and assumed that 
the random variable dlogfo(£i)/d0 has finite, positive variance. 

Cramer's results were generalized to the multiparameter case by Chanda 
(1954) and Doss (1962, 1963). For a thorough analysis of Cramérs conditions 
see Kulldorff (1957), who also provided an alternative theorem not requiring the 
existence of third order derivatives of fe(-). Daniels (1961) used only first order 
derivatives in his proof of asymptotic normality. However, according to Huber 
(1967), his proof is incorrect and an additional restrictive condition is required. 
Huber (1967) also provided a proof of asymptotic normality, and as in Daniels 
(1961) the conditions do not involve second or higher order derivatives of /*(•). 
Further, in Huber (1967) it is not assumed that the underlying true distribution 
belongs to the family that defines the MLE, which is of im portance in relation to 
questions of robustness. 

For even weaker conditions assuring asymptotic normality of MLEs, we refer 
to Le Cam (1970), Ibragimov and Has'minskii (1981) and Hoffmann-J0rgensen 
(1992). In none of these is second order differentiability of /$(•) with respect to 
0 required. Hoffmann-j0rgensen (1992) showed that a single, very weak kind of 
stochastic differentiability condition implies asymptotic normality of MLEs. 

2.3 Miscellaneous remarks 
Although the ML method has many appealing properties, it has déficiences: 

• It does not always provide consistent estimates. (See Examples 2-4 in Sec
tion 4.) 

• There exist estimates with lower asymptotic variances, e.g. the classical 
example of super efficiency by Hodges (see Le Cam (1953)). 

• Little can be said about small sample properties of MLEs. For instance, 
even if MLEs are asymptotically unbiased in regular cases, this is not gen
erally true for finite samples. It is not generally clear if t he removal of t he 
bias from an MLE will "improve" the estimator. For arguments of bias 
correction of or der 1/n in the context of second order efficiency of MLEs, 
see e.g. Rao (1961). 
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3 Statistics based on spacings, with a view to
wards goodness of fit 

The uniform distribution on [0,1] is of fundamental importance in statistics. 
For instance, if a random variable f is distributed according to a continuous 
distribution on /?, then F is its distribution if and only if F(£) is uniformly 
distributed. This important fact can be used to solve two important statistical 
problems: 

Goodness of fit: To test whether an i.i.d. sample fi, ...,fn comes from a speci
fied continuous distribution F on the real line or not, is equivalent to testing 
if -F(£i),F{£n) are generated from a uniform distribution on [0,1] or not. 

Estimation: For an i.i.d. sample fi,...,with an unknown continuous distri
bution on the real line, the most likely candidate to have generated the 
sample is the distribution F which makes F(£i),..., F(£n) "most uniform" 
according to some decision rule. 

Denote the distribution that generated £1? ...,£n by F^ and denote the order 
statistics of by < £(2) < ••• < £(n)- Further, let £(0) = —oo an d 
£(n+l) = 00 • 

Suppose, for the moment, that the candidate set of possible distributions in 
the estimation problem consists of all continuous distributions on the real line. 
Also, if we for a moment let "most uniform" mean "most regular", then the 
solution of the estimation problem would be any distribution F satisfying 

%(,+.))-H(a) = ' = o »• (i) 

If we denote the empirical distribution function of the sample by Fn, then we 
have 

sup |F(x) - Fn(x)| < —i—, 
o<z<i n +1 

and so, by the Glivenko-Cantelli Theorem, F converges weakly to the underlying 
true distribution Fç. However, since •••, ̂ (£n) are random variables we 
can not expect that (1) holds for i^, and thus some other kind of criteria for 
"most uniform" should be used. 

It should be noted that the empirical distribution function is useful also in 
the goodness of fit problem, for instance the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and the 
Cramer-von Mises test. 

A different way to solve both these problems is to use statistics based on 
spacings. The overlapping mth order spacings are defined by 

A-m) = £(<+>») - £(.> * = —5 n - m + 1, 
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and the non-overlapping mth order spacings axe defined by 

n(»n) /• > a \n ^ "i" 1 
A,m "" S(m(«+1)) ~~ 1 — 0, — > 

L TTt 

where [x] denotes the greatest integer less than or equal to x. When m = 1, 
{Z),-1*} or simply {A*} called simple spacings. Hereafter, will denote some 
"smooth", real valued function. The statistics based on spacings that we will 
take into account in this thesis are of the form 

(2) 
t=o V m J 

A version of this statistic on a circle with unit circumference is often considered. 
We will no t always distinguish between these two cases here, since the goodness 
of fit tests based on these two versions are asymptotically equivalent if m is not 
increasing rapidly with n. 

For the use of these statistics for estimation we refer to the next two sections. 

Now, consider the hypothesis-testing problem 

HO : FT = F, HA : FT ^ F, 

where F is a specified continuous distribution function. Note that many other 
alternative hypotheses also axe of int erest, including parametric as well as non-
parametric ones. 

If Ho is true, the probability integral tra nsform Ui = F(£t), i = 1, takes 
the sample £n "ito a sample of uniform random variables, so without loss 
of generality we assume throughout this section that F in the hypothesis is the 
uniform distribution over [0,1], and that 0 = f(o) < £(i) < ... < f(n+1) = 1-

We now list some of the statistics of form (2) which have been used to 
provide goodness of fit tests. All of the statistics in this list were introduced 
for the case m = 1, and it should be noted that most of these tests have been 
introduced in connection with testing for exponentiality rather than as tests for 
uniformity. For instance, an exponential set of n + 1 i.i.d. random variables 
Yi,..., rn+i can be transformed into n +1 simple spacings, produced by n uniform 
random variables, by the transformation Y{f X) Y{ (in this case the null-hypothesis 
may be extended to the composite hypothesis of all exponential distributions). 
Moreover, the intervals between successive events of a Poisson process (which 
are exponentially distributed) conditioned on the number of events in a specified 
interval, are distributed like uniform simple spacings. 

The examples of statistics of form (2) are as follows: 

• ^(x) = x2y suggested by Greenwood (1946). 
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• \P(x) = xr, for r > 0, suggested by Kimball (1950). 

• = \x — 1|2, suggested by Irwin in the discussion of Greenwood (1946) 
and by Kimball (1947). 

• \P(x) = \x —1|, suggested by Kimball in the discussion of Greenwood (1946) 
and by Sherman (1950). 

• ^(x) = logx, suggested by Moran (1951) and by Darling (1953). 

• tf(x) = l/x, suggested by Darling (1953). 

Let us take a closer look at the first test-statistic in the list for m = 1, 
XX(n + 1) A)2? the so called Greenwood statistic. Greenwood (1946) introduced 
it in connection with testing that the intervals between events were exponential, 
that is, that the times of occurrence of events constituted a Poisson process. Dis
tributional properties of this statistic were investigated by Moran (1947, 1951). 
Large values of ]C(( n + 1) A)2 indicate highly irregular spacings and small values 
indicate superuniform observations (i.e. the sample is too regular to be a uni
form sample). Consequently, we can reject H0 for "large" and "small" values of 
Greenwood's statistic. For large n, n"1/2 ]C((n +1) A)2 1S approximately iV(2,4), 
but its limiting distribution is attained very slowly. For upper and lower percent
age points of the test for small samples, see Burrows (1979), Currie (1981) and 
Stephens (1981). Note that ]C((n + 1)A)2 = l(n + 1 )A — 1|2 + (rc + 1), so 
Greenwood's test is equivalent to the test suggested by Irwin and Kimball. 

A d isturbing feature of the tests based on Z)\t((n + 1)A) iS that they are 
unable (asymptotically) to detect alternatives approaching the uniform at a faster 
rate than n"1/4 (see Chibisov (1961) and Sethuraman and Rao (1970)). Thus, 
in comparison with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, which can discriminate al
ternatives at a distance of order n~1^2 from the hypothesis, these tests have 
a poor asymptotic performance. However, it is known that within the class 
]C^((n + 1)A) of te st statistics, Greenwood's test is asymptotically most pow
erful (see e.g. Sethuraman and Rao (1970)). 

It is often of interest to test a composite null hypothesis like Ho : Fç G {F$ : 
0 G 0}, for some family of absolutely continuous distributions F$ on fi, where 0 
is a parameter vector belonging to some parameter set 0. Cheng and Stephens 
(1989) considered this case by using the Moran-Darling statistic (with m = 1) and 
showed that this test statistic, under general conditions, has the same asymptotic 
distribution when the parameters must be estimated from the sample as when 
the parameters axe actually known. In Wells et al. (1993) it is shown that this is 
true for a large class of s tatistics of form (2) based on simple spacings. 

Cressie (1976) studied the statistic £log((n + 1 )D\m^/m). He considered 
both the case where m is fixed as well as the case where m increases with n, and 
gave asymptotic normality results for the test-statistic under the null hypothesis 
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(see also Holst (1979)). The principal conclusion is that, at least asymptotically, 
increasing the value of m increases the power of the test. Cressie showed that 
it is enough to use £l°g((n + l)^<mtym) m = 2 to obtain a test which is 
asymptotically more powerful than Greenwood's test with ]C((n + 1 )A)2- For 
results related to those of Cressie (1976), see Vasicek (1976) and Dudewicz and 
van der Meulen (1981). 

In Cressie (1979), Kuo and Rao (1981) and Rao and Kuo (1984) it is shown 
t h a t  a m o n g  t h e  t e s t s  b a s e d  o n  ( 2 )  w i t h  m  f i x e d ,  Z X ( n  + 1 )  A - m V m ) 2  * s  m P o w ~  
erful. The asymptotic theory here suggests that larger m values are always better. 
But for fixed values of m, the spacing tests have no power against alternatives 
which are at a distance of n~ s from i/o, where S > 1/4. 

Hall (1986) showed that if m oo as n -> oo then the test statistic (2) 
can distinguish alternatives of distance (mn)"1'4 from the uniform if m does not 
diverge at a faster rate than n1/2. The test actually becomes less powerful as 
m increases beyond order n1/2. This unpleasant behaviour can be eliminated by 
defining the test statistic on the circle rather than on the line. In this case, with 
m properly choosen, i.e. m/n —> p < 1 where p is irrational, the test detects 
alternatives of dis tance n~1!2 from the uniform. 

A test with non-overlapping spacings, i.e. with 

[(n—m-f l)/m] . . 
E « (^rA<?), (3) 
i=o \ m / 

was suggested by del Pino (1979). However it is clear that tests based on (2) will 
be at least as powerful as tests based on (3), see e.g. Cressie (1979), Rao and Kuo 
(1984) and Jammalamadaka et al. (1989). On the other hand, it follows that 
a non-overlapping spacing test of o rder 3m/2 or larger is more efficient t han a 
corresponding overlapping test of order m, and as pointed out in the latter paper, 
non-overlapping spacing tests are less complicated and easier to compute. 

Asymptotic normality for statistics like (2) for uniform samples has been 
investigated by many authors, notably by Darling (1953) and Le Cam (1958) for 
m = 1, Holst (1979) and Beirlant et al. (1991) for finite m > 1, and Hall (1986) 
for m —• oo. 

The more difficult problem of deriving asymptotic results for statistics of 
type (2) for general distributions has been considered by Hall (1984) for finite 
ra, and Khasimov (1989) and Van Es (1992) for m -> oo. However, these results 
are obtained under quite restrictive assumptions, e.g. that the density of the 
underlying distribution is bounded away from zero on compact intervals. 

For more extensive surveys on the distribution theory of statistics like (2) 
and (3), and discussions on applications in goodness of fit problems, see Pyke 
(1965, 1972) and D'Agostino and Stephens (1986). 
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We end this section by mentioning that in Hoist and Rao (1981), Kuo and 
Rao (1981) and Wells et al. (1993) the more general class of s tatistics 

Ç*,(2±V)), 

is considered. It has been found that tests based on statistics of this more general 
type can discriminate between alternatives converging to the uniform, even with 
finite values of m, at a rate of n1/2 as in the Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Cramér-von 
Mises tests. 

4 The maximum spacing method 
The MSP method is a general method of es timating continuous, univariate dis
tributions: an alternative to the ML method. 

Let F$y where the unknown parameter vector 6 is contained in the parameter 
space 0 Ç fi', denote a family of c ontinuous, univariate distribution functions. 
Let £i, ...,£n be i.i.d. random variables with distribution function FqO, and denote 
the corresponding order statistics by £(i) < ••• < £(n). Further, let f(0) = —oo 
and £(n+i)- Define 

= rrr É'»e {(» +J) (««<•«>) - «MJ • n » 1 t=0 

The function Sn(0) can be seen as an analogue to the log likelihood function 
log Ln{6). Note that Sn{9) is the Moran-Darling statistic used in goodness of fit 
tests. 

Definition 2 Any 9n £ 0 which maximizes Sn{9) over 0 is called a maximum 
spacing est imator of0°. 

The MSP method was proposed by Cheng and Amin (1979, 1983) and indepen
dently by Ranneby (1984). The method has been derived from several different 
viewpoints. The argument in Cheng and Amin (1983) was that the maximum of 
(n+l)^1 El°g{(rc+1)Di} (the Di s representing the spacings F0(^i+i))-F0(^))), 
under the constraint J2 Di = 1, is obtained if and only if all the ZVs are equal. 
This, in a rough sense, corresponds to our attempt to set 0 = 0°, when the Df s 
become identically distributed, e.g. the uniform spacings Feo(£(,-+i)) — ^0°(£(»)) 
should be "more nearly equal" than others. Ranneby (1984) derived the MSP 
method from an approximation of the Kuliback-Leibler information (note that the 
ML method also can be derived from an approximation of the Kuliback-Leibler 
information). In Titterington (1985) it was observed that the MSP method can 
be regarded as an ML approach based on grouped data. Shao and Hahn (1994) 
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proposed the MSP method upon reexamining Fisher's (1912) intuitive arguments 
behind the MLE. 

In Shao and Hahn (1996b) the MSP method is extended so it can be applied 
for any family of univariate distributions, continuous or not. For families of purely 
discrete distributions with finitely many atoms, the extended version of Shao and 
Hahn (1996b) coincides with the ML method. Ranneby (1990) extended the MSP 
method to multivariate distributions, using Dirichlet cells (or to be more precise, 
inner circles of Dirichlet cells) as the multivariate counterpart of spacings. 

Next, we give some examples to illustrate MSP and ML estimates. 

Example 1. Let be i.i.d. U(Q,6^) (uniform on (0,0°)). Then the MLE 
is 9n = max(£i, ...,£„) and the MSPE is 9n = (n + l)Ôn/n. Both are consistent, 
and their large sample behaviours are described by 

n(0n - 9°) 4 9° • Y and n(0„ - 9°) 4 9°(Y - 1) as n -+ oo, 

where y is a standard exponential random variable. As is known, 0n is the 
uniformly minimum variance unbiased (UMVU) estimator of 0°. Furthermore, 

E[n(0n - 0°)]2/E[n(9n - B°))2 -> 2, n -+ oo. 

Thus, the MLE is not asymptotically optimal. 

Example 2. Let 

F,(x) = ±*(s) + ì* (^) , 

where $(x) is the standard normal distribution function, and let ft, ...,£n be i.i.d. 
from Fgo(x), 0° = (fio, (To) € R x Then the MLE of 9° does not exist, since 
the likelihood function approaches infinity as, for example, fi = ft and a 4- 0. 
However, any 0* G 0 defined by 

Sn{9n)  > -°n +  SUp Sn (0) (4) 
dee 

where 0 < Cn and cn -> 0 as n -> oo, is a consistent estimator of 0°. Note that if 
an MSPE exists it satisfies (4). 

Example 3. Let fe(x) be the density of a three parameter Weibull distribution, 
i.e. 

fe(x) - ßi/-ß(x - ay_1 exp j- I > X> a, 

where 9 — (a,ß,7), and let be i.i.d. from fe<>(x), 9° = (a0,/?o,7o)- Con
sider the ML equations <9log Ln(9)/d9j = 0 and the MSP equations dSn(9)/d9j = 
0,; = 1,2,3. 
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(i) If ß > 2 there are with a probability tending to one solutions 0n and 0n of 
the ML and MSP equations, respectively, that axe asymptotically normal 
with 

y f t ( Ò n - 6 ° )  and -  O o )  $  

where 1(0) is the Fisher information matrix. 

(ii) If 0 < ß < 2 there is with a probability tending to one a solution 0n = 
(an,/3n, 7n) of the MSP equations with an — a0 = Opfn"1^), and (Â»,7n) 
have the same asymptotic properties as the corresponding unique solution 
of the ML equations with a known. 

For a solution 0n = (<5„, ßn, 7n) of the ML equations , however, property (ii) holds 
only for 1 < ß < 2. For ß < 1 there is no consistent solution of the ML equations. 

See Cheng and Amin (1983) for more details about this example, and for 
other examples of MSP estimation of distributions with a shifted origin. 

The reason the ML method fails in Examples 2 and 3 is that the likelihood is 
unbounded. The function Sn(0), however, is always bounded from above (by 0) 
and thus allows consistent estimates to be obtained by the MSP method. Further, 
the MLE may be inconsistent even when the likelihood function is bounded for 
any fixed sample size, as in the following example from Le Cam (1990) (a discrete 
version of this example was first given in Bahadur (1958)). 

Example 4. Let h(-) be a continuous, strictly decreasing function defined on 
(0,1], with h(x) > 1 for all 0 < x < 1 and satisfying 

f h(x)dx = où. (5) 
J o 

Given a constant 0 < c < 1, let a*, fc = 0,1,... be a sequence of constants defined 
inductively as follows: üq = 1; given ao, —, a>k-u the constant a* is defined by 

f (h(x) — c) dx = 1 — c . (6) 
Jak 

It follows from (5) and (6) that this can be continued indefinitely and that ak —• 0 
as k —> oo. Consider the sequence of densities 

r  (  \  _  f  c  if X  <  ü k  O T  X  >  ü k - l  

Jk \ x )  I  a j c  < x  <  aie - i  

and the problem of estimating the parameter k° on the basis of independent 
observations £i,&>£n from fko. 

Now, provided h(-) satisfies h(x) > ex~2 for all sufficiently small x, the MLE 
exists and is unique with probability one but tends to infinity in probability, 
regardless of the true value A;0. Therefore the MLE is not consistent, although 
the likelihood functions are bounded for any fixed n. However, the MSP method 
works well here (see Shao and Hahn (1994) and Ekström (1994)). 
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4.1 Consistency 
General consistency theorems axe given in Ranneby (1984), Ekström (1994), Shao 
and Hahn (1996a) and Ghosh and Jammalamadaka (1996). In the following we 
call any 0* satisfying (4) an approximate MSPE (AMSPE). 

In Ranneby's (1984) consistency proof of AMSPEs it is assumed that the 
densities fe(x) have common support and are continuous functions of x. He also 
used an identifiability condition in the strong sense and a continuity condition 
imposed on F$ as a function of 9. Furthermore, an additional "technical" condi
tion was used. Ranneby (1984) also discussed some examples with inconsistent 
MLEs, e.g. Example 2. In Ekström (1994) a proof of consistency is given under 
weaker conditions than in Ranneby, i.e. the assumption that all densities f$(x) 
should be continuous functions of x and have common support was not used. 
Also, a slightly weaker identification condition than in Ranneby (1984) was used 
and it was further shown that the "technical" condition used in Ranneby (1984) 
is not necessary. For instance, Examples 1, 3 (for AMSPEs rather than solutions 
of the MSP equation) and 4 axe covered by the conditions in Ekström (1994), but 
not by those in Ranneby (1984). Moreover, in Ekström (1994) the more general 
case where the underlying true distribution does not belong to the family that 
defines the MSPE was considered. 

In Shao and Hahn (1996a) results were obtained that apply to both para
metric and nonpaxametric models. Let V denote a given family of probability 
measures on R dominated by the Lebesgue measure \i (or any other dominat
ing cr-finite measure with no atoms). Previous proofs assumed there is a given 
parametrization of V, say V = {Po : 0 £ 0}. However, in Shao and Hahn 
(1996a) the probabil i ty measures P in V are the unknown "parameters",  and V 
is the "parameter" space. Thus, for each P € V, the corresponding density and 
distribution functions are denoted fp and Fp, respectively. 

The following result, which supports the intuitive appeal of the MSPE, plays 
a significant role in Shao and Hahn's (1996a) proof of consis tency. 

Let £i, ...,£n be i.i.d. from Po € V. Then, if P ̂  Po, P 6 V, 

ÏÏm (Sn(P) -  SM)) < H logMfidFPo(x) < 0 a.s.. (7) 
n—Kx> J-oo  JPq\ x )  

Moreover, if V is finite, then the MSPE Pn maximizing Sn(P) is consistent, i.e. 
P„ converges weakly to Po. 

For the proof of consiste ncy of the AMSPE P* a compactification V of V in 
the topology of vague convergence of subprobability measures, i.e. measures with 
total mass < 1, is used, like Bahadur (1971) did for the MLE. The conditions 
for consistency include a continuity condition and a weak identifiability condition 
(these conditions were also used, together with a condition of type (b) in Section 
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2.1, in Bahadur's (1971) proof of consistency of AMLEs). Shao and Hahn (1996a) 
also assumed that for each P, in the compactified version of V, sup fp(x), where 
the supremum is taken over small neighbourhoods of P, is bounded on "large" 
sets; a condition of type (b) in Section 2.1 is not needed here. If in addition 
V \ V is a closed s et, they showed that an MSPE Pn maximizing Sn(P) exists 
for all large n. In particular, they showed that any AMSPE is L1 consistent for 
any family V of p robability measures with unimodal densities. Note that many 
counterexamples of the MLE involve families of unimodal densities, e.g. Example 
3. 

Comparisons between the results of Ekström(1994) and Shao and Hahn 
(1996a) are not easily done since Shao and Hahn do not consider consistency 
of p arameters in the Euclidian metric. To deduce consistency in the usual para
metric situation from Shao and Hahn's results, additional assumptions have to 
be made. Instead of doing this we present the following example from Bahadur 
(1971), in which the conditions for consistency in Shao and Hahn (1996a) fail, 
while the conditions in Ekström (1994) hold. 

Example 5. For any positive integer &, call the intervals (i / 2 k , (i + l)/2Ar] for 
i = 0,1, ...,2* — 1 dyadic intervals of rank k. Let Vk consist of all probability 
measures P with density functions fp satisfying the following condition: for the 
positive integer fc, and k dyadic subintervals of (0,1] of rank fc, fp is equal to one 
on these subintervals and on the interval (fc, k + 1 — k2~k] and fp is equal to zero 
elsewhere on R. Let Vq be the uniform distribution on (0,1] and let V = Uj£o ^k-
Assume that we have a sample of i.i.d. observations from the distribution P* 6 V. 
Since V is a countable set the model is easily parametrized. In Ekström (1994) 
it was shown t hat the given conditions for consistency of AMSPEs are fullfilled. 

In Shao and Hahn (1996a) on the other hand, the probability measures P 
are treated as "parameters", i.e. 0(P) = P and 0 = "P, and V is compactified 
in the topology of vague convergence of subprobability measures. To each mea
sure Q in the compactifìcation V of V they define a "density" 7q (which may 
not integrate to one) by taking the limit of sup fp(x), where the supremum is 
taken over small neighbourhoods of Q, as the radius of the neighbourhood tends 
to zero. The identifiability condition in Shao and Hahn (1996a) states that each 
such "density" 7q is not equal to the true underlying density a.e.. This condition 
is violated in the example above. 

Ghosh and Jammalamadaka (1996) showed under general conditions, for the 
one parameter case, that with a probability tending to one the MSP equation 
dSn{6)!dO = 0 has a solution, which converges to 0° in probability. In contrast 
with the results discussed earlier in this subsection, Ghosh and Jammalamadaka 
assume that f$(-) is differentiate with respect to 6 (in an open interval I C 0 
containing 0°). They also assume that the distributions have common support 
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and that / fe{x)dx is twice differentiable under the integral sign. Further, they 
impose one additional assumption on the underlying distribution. They mention 
that their results generalize easily to the multiparameter case under similar con
ditions. However these kind of assumptions axe not satisfied in Examples 1, 3, 
4 and 5. On the other hand, Ghosh and Jammalamadaka's results are given for 
a class of e stimation methods of which the MSP method is a special case (see 
Section 5.2 for further comments). 

In Shao and Hahn (1996b), where the MSP method is extended so it can be 
applied for any univariate family of distributions, it is shown that for any family 
of distributions with a decreasing failure rate (i.e. log(l — ^(x)) is convex on its 
support [a, oo), where a > —oo), any (generalized) AMSPE is consistent. 

It should be pointed out that a consistent MSPE does not always exist, as 
was shown in Shao, Wang and Xu (1996) where so called starshaped distributions 
were considered (a distribution function F on [0,1] is called starshaped if F(x)/x 
is nondecreasing on (0,1]). However, the MLE for a starshaped distribution 
function is also inconsistent (see Barlow et al. (1972)). 

4.2 Asymptotic normality and efficiency 
Asymptotic normality theorems for the MSPE 0n, i.e. that 

V^(0»-0°)4 Ar(O,I(0V), 
where 1(0) is the Fisher information matrix, have been given by Ranneby (1985), 
Cheng and Stephens (1989), Shao and Hahn (1994) and Ghosh and Jammala-
madaka (1996). The conditions used in Cheng and Stephens (1989) and Shao 
and Hahn (1994) are similar to those given in Cramer (1946) for the ML method, 
e.g. it is assumed that fg(•) as a function of 0 is three times differentiable. In 
Ranneby (1985) on the other hand, the existence of third order derivatives of f$ 
with respect to 0 is not required. However, the conditions of Ranneby (1985) are 
comparatively difficult to check. 

A more satisfactory result is given in Ghosh and Jammalamadaka (1996). 
They show that any consistent root of the MSP equation dSn(0)/d0 = 0 is asymp
totically normal under general assumptions. It is assumed that the distributions 
have common support, that Sn(0) is differentiable in an open neighbourhood 
Io C 0 of 0° and that / f$(x)dx is twice differentiable under the integral sign. 
They also impose an assumption on dfe(Ff1(x))/d0\o=zffo. As mentioned in the 
previous subsection, Ghosh and Jammalamadaka (1996) give results for a class 
of es timation methods of which the MSP method is a special case (see Section 
5.2 for further comments). 

Because of the form of the asymptotic covariance matrix I(00)"1, the esti
mator 0n is generally regarded as an asymptotically efficient estimator of 0°. The 
MSPE, just as the MLE, may also be "hyper"-efficient in the sense of having 
variance less than the usual order n"1, e.g. Examples 1 and 3(ii). 
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4.3 Goodness of fit and confidence regions 
The set {i^°({(»+i)) — ^0° (£(«))} has the same distribution as a set of uniform 
spacings. Therefore y/n(Sn(&°) + 7)/(7T2/6 — 1), where 7 is Euler's constant, is 
asymptotically normally distributed with mean 0 and variance 1 (see Darling 
(1953)). Further, in Cheng and Stephens (1989) it is shown under mild assump
tions that Sn(0°) and Sn(ön) have the same asymptotic distribution. Thus, as 
stated in Ranneby (1984) and Cheng and Stephens (1989) among others, the es
timation problem of 00 can be solved at the same time as a goodness of fit test 
using the function Sn (with estimated parameters). 

Also, since Sn(0°) has a distribution independent of the model, a (1 — a)100% 
confidence region for 0° can be defined as all points 0 for which Sn(6) > sa, where 
sa is the lower a quantile point of t he distribution of ^(0°) (see Roeder (1990, 
1992) and Cheng and Traylor (1995)). 

4.4 Miscellaneous remarks 
Cheng and Amin (1983) gave a brief discussion on sufficiency of th e MSPE and 
showed that in some situations ail MSPE can be a function of sufficient statis
tics, while an MLE is not. However, in general, MSPEs will not necessarily be 
functions of a minimal sufficent statistic since, by the Neyman-Fisher Factoriza
tion Theorem, sufficient statistics are related to likelihood functions rather than 
distribution functions. 

In Lind (1994) the connection to information theory is discussed. Cheng 
and lies (1987) discussed "corrected" ML estimation and MSP estimation in 
nonregular problems, e.g. Example 3. Handling censored data is described in 
Cheng and Traylor (1995). They further discussed some weaknesses of th e MSP 
method: the numerical efforts required in calculating MSPEs and the problem 
of tied observations. Roeder (1990) recommended using second order spacings 
instead of simple spacings, since they are more robust to near ties. In Roeder 
(1990, 1992) the MSP method is successfully used in semiparametric estimation 
of normal mixture densities. 

For both MLEs and MSPEs, little can be said about small sample properties. 
However, some simulation studies have been performed comparing these methods. 
A study by Shah and Gokhale (1993) shows that the MSP method is superior 
to the ML method for many parametric configurations of the Burr XII family of 
distributions, described by 

c, fc, cr > 0, X  > /X. 
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5 Summary of the thesis 
5.1 Paper A 
In the first thesis paper, Paper A, the AMSPE is shown to be strongly consis
tent, i.e. almost surely convergent, under the conditions of Ekström (1994). For 
comments on the conditions given in Ekström (1994), see Section 4.1. 

The proof of stro ng consistency is approximately as follows: B y introducing 
the random variables 

Tji (n)  = (n + 1) • "the distance from £,• to the nearest observation to the 

and 

right of Ç" (this distance is defined as +oo if = m&x £j) 

Z i ( n , 0 )  =  +  +  

we can write 

s
"
m = dn,1^((" + 1)F,(sT.{')) + dl'lîlog''(n'<')-

Note that Tn{0) = (n+1)"1 £ l°g z%(n> 0) is a sum of identically distributed random 
variables. To avoid problems with small values, a truncated version Tn(Af, 0) 
of Tn{0), obtained by truncating each term log zt(n,0) from below by —M, is 
introduced. Then it is shown that almost surely, 

lim 5n(0) < lim lim Tn(M,0) < lim 5n(ö°), 
n-*oo v J — M-+00 n->oo v ' } ~~ n->oo v ' 

with equalities if a nd only if fe(x) = f&>(x) a. e.. Further, by using Ranneby's 
(1984) continuity condition it follows that the convergence of Tn(M, 0) is uniform 
in 0 as n —> oo. Finally, the strong convergence of the AMSPE is deduced by 
incorporating an identifiability condition. 

The cumbersome step in the proof is the almost sure convergence of Tn(M, 0) 
as n —> oo. But just as the strong law of large numbers for i.i.d. random variables 
plays a significant role in Wald's (1949) proof of st rong consistency of AMLEs, 
the following result obtained in Paper A is a cornerstone to the proof of strong 
consistency of AMSPEs (i.e. it implies the almost sure convergence of Tn(Af, 0)). 

Let hn(-, •) be a real valued measurable function such that for some constant C, 
suPn,(x,s,)€Rxfi+ |Mx,y)| < C. Then almost surely, 

- è (*»(&» ft(»)) - £[ft»(6,»7i(ra))]) -+0 as n 
n t=i 

oo. (8) 
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Note that for the special case Vii71)) — M7?»!71))* result becomes a strong 
limit theorem for spacing statistics of t he form 

The proof of (8) is based on an investigation of the fourth order moments of 
n_1 together with an application of th e Borel-Cantelli Lemma. 

5.2 Paper B and Paper C 
Ranneby (1984) asked the question whether it is possible to obtain better methods 
by approximating information measures other than the Kullback-Leibler informa
tion, such as the Hellinger distance. In Papers B and C a new class of estimation 
methods, called generalized maximum spacing (GMSP) methods, is derived from 
approximations based on spacings of so-called ^divergences. If <f) denotes an 
arbitrary convex function on the positive half real line, then the quantity 

is called a ^-divergence of the distributions F$ a nd F$o (introduced by Csiszâr 
(1963) as an information-type measure). Note that information measures such 
as the Kullback-Leibler information, the Jeffreys divergence and the Hellinger 
distance, are (^-divergences or functions of a ^»-divergence. 

The general idea behind the derivation of estimation methods from approx
imations of information measures is as follows: given a measure (a metric), e.g. 
the Kullback-Leibler information, of the distance between the distributions in our 
statistical model and the true underlying distribution a good inference method 
ought to make this distance as small as possible. Since the true distribution is 
not completely known we hav e to use our prior knowledge and observations to 
approximate the distance. Then we obtain our method for statistical inference by 
making the distance, in the approximation, as small as possible. Approximating 
different "metrics" we get different methods for statistical analysis. 

It should be noted that these ideas are not new, e.g. Csiszar (1977) de
scribed how the distribution of a discrete random variable can be estimated by 
using approximations of ^ -divergences. Moreover, in Beran (1977) a general esti
mation method for absolutely continuous univariate distributions is based on an 
approximation of the Hellinger distance. In Beran's paper the Hellinger distance 
is approximized by using a kernel estimator of the underlying density function. 

In Papers B and C another approach is provided. It is obtained by approx
imating I^Pq^Pqo) by the spacing statistic 
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Although, at first sight, this approximation is not of the "plug in" type, its 
heuristic justification lies in the fact that 2^(^i(^y+m)) — ^i(£(i))) (assume m = 
2A:—1 where k is a positive integer) is a nonparametric estimator of fe{x)/f$o(x), 
X 6 [^(j+ib_i),^(j+ib)). This estimator, a nearest neighbour density estimator, was 
introduced by Yu (1986). 

If we define *$(x) = — <f>(x), then the minimizing of the sum (9) is equivalent 
to maximizing 

sfc'W = («(&«>) - *1««,))). 

Definition 3 Any 0^) € ® which maximizes 5^(0) over 0 is called a general
ized maximum spacing est imator (GMSPE) of 0°. 

In both Paper B (for m  = 1) and Paper C (for m  > 1), consistency theorems 
for GMSPEs (or to be more specific, approximate GMSPEs) are given under 
general conditions for a large class of ^-functions. The conditions are closely 
related to those given in Ekström (1994) and Paper A. The ideas behind the 
proofs are similar to those behind the proof of strong consistency for AMSPEs, 
but with 

r ) i ( n , r n )  = (n + 1) • "the distance from & to the mth nearest observation to 
the right of (this distance is defined as +oo if & > £(n_m+i)) 

instead of rj,-(n), wher e m > 1, and with *$(x) instead of l ogx. Also, since the 
theorems in Papers B and C are given in terms of convergence in probability 
rather than almost sure convergence, it sufficies to consider the second order 
moments (of a truncated version) of Sq^„(0). 

In Paper B we also discuss some (unpublished) results from Nordahl (1994) 
concerning asymptotic normality of GMSPEs based on simple spacings. It was 
found that the lower bound in the Cramér-Rao inequality is reached only for the 
MSPEs, i.e. when ^(a?) = C\ + Cix + C3logx for some constants Ci, C2 a nd 
C3 > 0. Note that the estimator does not depend on the values choosen for 

and C3 > 0, so we may choose C\ = C2 = 0 and C3 = 1. Consequently, 
for m = 1 we entail a loss of a symptotic efficiency ( in regular problems) when 
we ba se the methods on information measures other than the Kullback-Leibler 
information. The case when m > 1 is an open question at this point. However, as 
pointed out in Paper C, it appears that for many choices of one should allow 
m to increase with n (at some suitable rate). 

Statistical inferences are based only in part upon observations. An equally 
important base is formed by prior assumptions about the underlying situation. 
There are assumptions about randomness and independence, about distribution 
models and so on. These kind of ass umptions are not expected to hold exactly; 
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they axe mathematically convenient rationalizations. Therefore it is desired that 
any statistical procedure possesses the following features: 

• It should have reasonably good (optimal or nearly optimal) efficiency under 
the assigned model. 

• Small deviations from the model assumptions should impair the perfor
mance only slightly. 

• Somewhat larger deviations from the model assumptions should not cause 
a "catastrophe". 

Procedures, e.g. estimation methods, satisfying these features are called robust. 
Extensive studies of robust procedures started with Tukey (1960) and others. For 
a general qualitative definition of robustness, see Hampel (1971). 

In Papers B and C we discuss distributional robustness of GMSPEs, i.e. the 
behaviour of t he estimators when the shape of the true underlying distribution 
deviates slightly from the assumed model. As in Nordahl (1992), who conducted 
simulation studies for some GMSPEs based on simple spacings for moderate 
sample sizes, we took a closer look at the case where the model is the normal 
distribution with unknown location parameter, but where the data are generated 
from an e-contaminated normal distribution. Nordahl (1992) found that the 
GMSPE based on the Hellinger distance with $(x) = — (1 — y/x)2 (or equivalently 
^(x) = y/x) behaves "better" than the MLE and the MSPE, i.e. it is less 
influenced by the contaminating distribution . However, under the true model 
this GMSPE has a (asymptotic) variance which is approximately 9% larger than 
that of the MSPE. In Paper B we found that the choice $(x) = x01 gives an 
estimator which has robustness properties similar to the GMSPE based on the 
Hellinger distance, but with an asymptotic variance only approximately 0.6% 
larger than that of the MSPE under the true model. Further simulations (see 
Paper C) have shown that NordahFs (1992) results on the GMSPE based on the 
Hellinger distance can be improved by using high order spacings. This is also 
true for the choice ^(x) = a:0,1. 

Note that with ^(x) = xr, where r > 0, S^n is the statistic that Kimball 
(1950) suggested for goodness of fit tests, see Section 3. 

GMSP methods based on simple spacings were introduced independently in 
Ghosh and Jammalamadaka (1996). As in Papers A and B they motivate the 
introduction of the methods by relating them to information measures like the 
Kullback-Leibler information and the Hellinger distance. In a simulation study of 
the three parameter Weibull model, i.e. Example 3, it is shown that the GMSP 
method based on ^(z) = —|a: — 1| can perform better than the MSP method in 
terms of mean squared error. 
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Under particular regularity conditions (described earlier in Sections 4.1 (con
sistency) and 4.2 (asymptotic normality)) Ghosh and Jammalamadaka show 
that GMSP estimates axe c onsistent and asymptotically normal for a class of 
^-functions. As noted in Section 4.1, their regularity conditions do not cover 
Examples 1, 3, 4 and 5. However, the conditions stated for consistency in Papers 
B and C hold in these Examples for many different ^-functions. 

5.3 Paper D 
In Paper D several strong limit results are given for sums of logarithms of high 
order spacings, i.e. for statistics of the form 

£<">«1, -,{.) = i T l°s (&•»> - <»)) • 

For all results, the order of the spacings is allowed to increase to infinity with the 
sample size. However, it should be pointed out that we do not require that the 
order must increase with n. 

Note that is Cressie's (1976) statistic for goodness of fit tests (see Section 
3). In Paper D it is proved that this goodness of fit test is strongly consistent 
against all continuous alternatives, for m fixed as well as for m increasing to 
infinity with n. It should also be noted that for m even, is related to 
Vasicek's (1976) entropy estimator. Vasicek (1976), however, used for testing 
normality. 

In the first part of Paper D, spacings of uniform random variables on the 
interval [0,1] are considered. For example, we provide the following characteriza
tion of the uniform distribution. 

If £i, ...,£n are i.i.d. random variables on [0,1] and if mn = o(n/logn), then the 
sample is uniformly distributed if and only if 

lim f„) - %!>{mn) + logmn) =0 a.s., 
TL—ROO V / 

where i/>(x) = ^logiez) is the digamma function and T the gamma function. 
This result generalizes a result of Shao and Hahn (1995) who considered the spe
cial case m = 1. 

Further, for general i.i.d. random variables £i,...,£n with density function / 
defined on a finite interval [a, 6], it is shown that if mn = o(n/ log n), then almost 
surely 

lim (Limn)(6> •••>&») - i/>(mn) + logmn) < - f f {x) log f(x)dx. 
n—• oo v ' J a  
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The integral — f f(x) log f(x)dx is known as the entropy of an absolutely contin
uous distribution F with density / (see Shannon (1948)). If, in addition, the den
sity / above is bounded away from infinity, then D^mn^(^i,£n) — ̂ (ran)+log mn 

actually becomes a nonparametric, strongly consistent estimator of entropy. 
Van Es (1992) gave strong limit results for a statistic that has i,£n) 

as a special case, both for the case where m is fixed and where ra/logra —> oo, 
m/n -» 0, under the assumptions that / is bounded away from zero and infinity on 
its support. Thus, in comparison with Van Es (1992), we impose less restrictive 
assumptions on the density /. Moreover, in Van Es (1992) the approach of 
Vasicek (1976), using Stieltjes sums, was used. In Paper D we adopt a different 
approach, related to that of Shao and Hahn (1995) who gave results for 
As mentioned earlier, •••>60 for m even is related to Vasicek's (1976) 
entropy estimator. Beirlant and Van Zuijlen (1985), by using their Glivenko-
Cantelli strong limit theorem for the distribution of uniform mth order spacings, 
gave a strong limit theorem for the case where m —> oo and m = 0(n1~e)1 for 
some 0 < e < 1. However, they did not consider the case when m •/* oo. 

In the following we use the notation introduced in Section 4.1, but with 

I 71—771-f"l /yj i 1 \ 
= - E '»g (-jjj- (fWfc«.)) - M(tf>))) 

rather than Sn(P). In Paper D the following generalization of Shao and Hahn's 
inequality (7) was given: 

Let fi,...,fn be i.i.d. from P0 £ V. Then, if P ^ P0y P € V and mn = o(n/log n), 
then almost surely 

IS (sim"KP) - sim»\p0)) < r log MfldFPo{x) < 0. (10) 
n-+  oo J-oo  JPq \ x )  

5.4 Paper E 
The result (10) is a cornerstone to a proof given in Paper E of the approximate 
GMSPE (AGMSPE) P*>Tnn, P*>mn G V for al l n, defined by 

si™"1 to*,) > -fi. + S"P S<"->(P) ,  
v '  Per  

where cn > 0 and cn -->• 0 as n oo. The AGMSPE P*iTnni with mn = o(n/log n), 
is shown to be consistent under the conditions of S hao and Hahn (1996a). By 
using the inequality (10) the proof follows by a slight generalization of t he cor
responding proof of Shao and Hahn (1996a). No advantage to letting the or
der of the spacings tend to infinity when ^(x) = logar is presently known, but 
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second-order spacings was r ecommended by Roeder (1990). She found through 
simulations that the second-order spacings are more robust to near ties, as ex
pected, and that the estimators based on second-order spacings performed as well 
as those based on simple spacings. 

Remark. The proof was a ctually given for estimates Qn,mn € of Po > defined by 

lim («.„„) > n -+ oo x 7 n-too 
= \im^(xß(mn) - log mn) a.s., (11) 

where il>(x) = ^logT(x) is the digamma function and where {mn} is a nonde-
creasing sequence of positive integers. But any AGMSPE defined above satisfies 
the inequality in (11). The equality in (11) follows from application of a result in 
Paper D and holds if mn = o(n). 

Paper E also presents consistency theorems for GMSPEs and AGMSPEs 
based on information measures other than the Kullback-Leibler information, but 
only for those based on simple spacings. A smaller class of ^-functions is con
sidered than in Papers B and C, i.e. only ^-functions bounded from below were 
studied, with \P(x) = logs as an exception. The proofs axe related to those of 
Shao and Hahn (1996a), but they are based on the inequality 

K™ S*l(p)< f f ^{yfp(x))fp (x)e~vfp»<-x)dydx a.s., (12) 
n-¥00 J—oo JO 

rather than on Shao and Hahn's inequality (7). The inequality (12) is derived 
from the strong limit result (8) given in Paper A. 

Shao and Hahn (1996a) proved that for any family V of probability measures 
with unimodal densities, AMSPEs are L1 consistent for the underlying, true 
unimodal density /p0, without any further conditions on the distributions. That 
is, 

Ä/e l^,n(x) - -fro(*)| dx = 0 a.s.. 

In Paper E we show that this result also holds for any AGMSPE based on a 
strictly concave ^-function bounded from below such that ty{x)/x —> 0 as x —> oo, 
e.g. it holds for the estimator based on the Hellinger distance (^(z) = y/x). 

5.5 Final remarks 
The thesis has mainly been concerned with the problem of estimating probability 
distributions. The methods of solving this problem, the MSP method and its 
generalizations, have all been based on sum-functions of spacings. The analysis 
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has been focused on the problem of consistency, but we have also discussed other 
desired properties of es timates like asymptotic efficiency and robustness. It has 
been shown that these estimation methods possess good properties and that they 
work in situations where the ML method does not. It should be pointed out that 
the conditions required for consistency of MSPEs and GMSPEs cover many of 
these types of situations. 

We want to stress that we do not claim that the MSP method (or any of it s 
generalizations) is a better estimation method than the ML method in general. 
We rather see the MSP method as an alternative to the ML method. Also, the 
question as to when the (generalized) MSPE works better than the MLE and vice 
versa is not easily answered. 

As with all general methods the (generalized) MSP method has its weak
nesses. For instance, the MSP method can be sensitive to round off errors and 
should be used with caution. An alternative is to use high order spacings that 
are less sensitive to near ties. Moreover, if we w ant to perform a goodness of fit 
test we gain power if we use high order spacings. 

Another weakness of the (generalized) MSPE, in comparison with the MLE, 
is that it may not, in general, be a function of a sufficient statistic, since by the 
Neyman-Fisher Factorization Theorem sufficient statistics are related to densities 
(likelihoods) rather than distribution functions (on which S#*} is defined). 

Lindsay (in the discussion of the paper by Cheng and Traylor (1995)) re
ported that the lack of a simple and natural generalization of spacings for multi
variate data is a weakness of the MSP method. This problem was solved partially 
by Ranneby (1990) who proposed that Dirichlet cells should be used as the mul
tivariate counterpart of spacings . Clearly, there are many unsolved problems in 
this rather difficult area. 

Another unsolved problem is to show asymptotic normality for GMSPEs 
based on mth order spacings. Of particular interest is the case where the order 
of the spacings is allowed t o increase to infinity with n as well as the problem of 
finding an optimal rate of m. 

At this point the (generalized) MSP method has almost exclusively been 
directed toward i.i.d. data (the report by C heng and Traylor (1995) where cen
sored data were discussed is an exception). We therefore see the necessity of 
giving general results for more realistic statistical data, e.g. for dependent data 
and for the case when the sample size is random. In order to obtain these more 
general results, we also see a need for very general limit theorems for statistics 
based on (high order) spacings (Dirichlet cells). 
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